Abstract The artificial potential field (APF) method provides A well-known approach to collision-free path planning of simple and effective path planners for practical terrestrial terrestrial robots is using Artificial Potential Field (APF) robotics control. Sliding mode control (SMC) strategy together . .
applications, the swarm of satellites will fail to attain the final
The formation concept, first explored in the 1980's to allow target configuration if it is trapped in an undesirable local minimum. Variable structure control with a sliding mode was multiple geostationary satellies to share a common orbital s first described by Soviet authors including [8] and [9] . Today [1] , has recently entered ta f applicatio with mn SMC is used as a general design method and is being examined successful r a nSa fewheamples are: of in for a wide spectrum of systems including nonlinear systems, foratellions wit Landt-7, TnvisionecSat 1. Srare oematicto-multi-input/multi-output systems, discrete-time models, large satellites are currentlevie asn attace alerat scale and infinite-dimensional systems and stochastic systems. tradtionalylag spcrat. Thesmain avnt a ofmpaecaf Numerous theoretical advances and practical applications have foraton flyng is that by successfully controlling a formation, been reported in literature ( [10] , [ 1] , [12] , [ Section III describes the reconfiguration of fully actuated low thrust micro-satellites. navigation and control strategy using APF method and SMC.
Ref. [5] designed an off-board com-puted -procedure using the Ref. [5] desinedan ff-bardcomptedproedur usng~The simulation results presented mn Section IV discuss how the theory of optimal control for the design of formation reconfiguration. Although R3) The swarm size will be bounded, and the position xi of wheremy.e Rquatisn carbitraprysandey alsqr(yTy istheEuclide all the agents will converge asymptotically to a small region norm. Equation (1) 
A3) There exists unique distance S5, at which for i=4 j=i+l then have its minimum,at the desired formation and once the glJ (.) = ' (.) -g'(.) we have gl § (8) navigation in an optimal time period. In artificial potential field ret method, the dynamic environment in which the spacecraft exists is represented by a scalar potential function, which has a minimum potential (sink) at the desired terminal state of the vehicle dynamics and has maximum potential (source) at path constraints (near-by satellites or obstacles). In other words, the Fig. 2 . Schematic diagram of path planning using APF potential of the spacecraft swarm will be constructed by identifying each satellite in the swarm as a region of high satellites that form part of a constellation or formation. Sliding potential. A repulsive force between them, which is simply the mode control is a powerful robust nonlinear control technique negative gradient of the potential field, avoids collisions that enables separation of the overall system motion into between the neighboring spacecrafts. Since the rate of descent independent partial components of lower dimensions, and as a of the potential function is rendered negative definite, the resultreducing the complexity ofthe control design. The aimis potential-field approach guarantees that the spacecraft will to design each of the control inputs such that a cohesive converge to the desired terminal state without violating the swarming is achieved thereby preserving the results in the defined path constraints. The convergence time depends on previous section. To ensure this, we need to enforce dissipative terms (damping) in the control law. The final satisfaction of Equation (2) . In short, the control inputs are formation will be achieved only if every member of the swarm designed such that the velocity of the agents are enforced along is in a sink corresponding to the target configuration. This the negative gradient of the potential function J(x). Consider approach has less computational load as compared to the nonlinear inertial equation of motion of the spacecraft deliberative techniques that carry out extensive map building _ ( from raw sensory data. Fig. 2 illustrates the force experienced Mh(e')x'+ fs ')hu 1i where jfk(.,.) represents the known part and f/' (-,-) in finite time. In the above controller only the known part represents the unknown part and fi are known constants for all jik (xi, xi) of the vehicle dynamics is utilized. If there are no known parts, then the controller would reduce to i such that fH (x': xi . fj ,1 . i . N. In classical sliding u= -u(x)sign(s'). Also note that the controller design does mode control problems, the surface s = 0 is chosen such that not need the exact mass/inertia matrix Mi(x') of the on it, the tracking error asymptotically decays to zero. The spacecraft. It only needs the upper and lower bounds on them design of the sliding mode surface considered here is a little as is the case also with disturbances. Consider the Lyapunov different from conventional approach. In their approach, the function of the form surfaces si =0 are chosen so that the system motion obeys Vi =0.5s Tsl. (10) certain dynamics. The major difference is that the sliding Differentiating (10) reduces to xi = -V iJ(x) which is same as the motion practical implementations, it may not be possible to ideally equation (2) of the agents in the swarm. A sufficient condition recover all the stability results in previous section. For example for sliding mode to occur is given by [9] the statement (RI) that the center of the swarm is stationary for siT si <0,Vi= 1,...N (6) all time may not necessarily hold and there might be small This guarantees that starting from any initial point in the state deviations of the center. Nevertheless, it is expected that most space the sliding manifold is reached asymptotically. of the results (such as swarm cohesiveness and finite time Differentiating (5) we obtain convergence) can be obtained will only small perturbations. (7) and then in (6) we get the necessary Table 1 . conditions for occurrence of sliding mode as 
control input is chosen as
For simulation purpose we used N = 4, n = 3, 6i =1, tetrahedron or the final inter-spacecraft separation of 50m. (11) -1100-to zero, it can be seen that g(y) switches sign at the set of E points defined by V-='{y=Oorllyll=S=sqrt(clln(bla))}. -14 x0 be small deviations even after transient, which are due to chattering effects. Fig. 5a shows the minimum, average and the maximum distances between the individuals in the formation. 
